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How come old European streets and houses look like they’ve come
straight out of fairy tales? What’s up with those slanted roofs? And
what are those weird stone demons on the churches? A master
architect leads you on a guided tour of Europe’s iconic architecture.
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Walking along the streets of an old European town can feel like visiting
a fairytale; Bavarian timber-fronted houses, Roman cathedrals, and
English alleyways all conjure up images from famous stories and
movies. Close inspection of these beautiful feats of architecture leads to
many questions: How come the second story of a building juts over the
ground floor? What are those weird stone demons up there? Career
architect Monlo Hsieh is here to unveil the answers.
Down These Cobbled Streets takes us across western Europe, past
many famous and beautiful scenes, and reveals the compelling, quirky,
and sometimes dark history behind the most interesting aspects of
traditional architecture. Did you know that multi-story buildings often
extend the second floor beyond the ground floor because the builders
wanted to cheat on taxes? Or that the massive stones embedded in
many old sidewalks were to keep carriages from rubbing against
buildings? The more questions you ask, the more fascinating history
you discover.
Architect and professor Monlo Hsieh will guide you from point to
point, phenomenon to phenomenon with clear explanation and a
bouquet of beautiful photos taken with his own hands. Once again,
you’ll find yourself walking into an imaginary world – except this
time, you’ll have your own personal tour guide right beside you.
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Monlo Hsieh 謝孟樂
Monlo Hsieh has been designing buildings and teaching architecture
for two decades. An ardent fan of Chinese traditional architecture, he
has also taken the members of his firm on several educational trips to
Europe. Down These Cobbled Streets has been the product of those
many years of exploration, recording, and research.
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Large stones are often visible at the bases of houses and enclosures in European cities.
What are they there for?
In many old European cities and towns, you can often see large stones alongside streets, at the
entrances and exits of buildings, and at the corners of narrow roads. Irregular in form and
completely undecorated, these stones form a clear contrast with the beautiful and neatly-lined
buildings surrounding them. The original purpose of these stones was to prevent carts and
horse-drawn carriages from striking the buildings or the edges of the road. Since they were
intended to prevent collisions, there was no need for any special attention to be paid to their
appearances; their decorative roles came secondary.
These objects are known as jostle stones. The word “jostle” itself offers a general idea of
their purpose. During and after the Middle Ages, roads in European towns were typically so
narrow that collisions were a clear and present risk. This stands in contrast to today’s
comparatively wider roads and sidewalk-equipped lanes, which have no need for such
protective measures.
Many cities and towns in the Czech Republic, however, remain unchanged in terms of
general scale, and many old jostle stones still remain. While they might seem like remnants of
the past, in truth they still serve an essential function by protecting buildings from pressurerelated damage.
Below are several jostle stones in the streets of Bayeux and Honfleur, France.
One can see countless jostle stones in Le Mans, France. The sheer number of jostle
stones in this city is quite impressive. Since the streets of this ancient town are rather narrow,
all of these stones were placed deliberately. One can imagine what these streets looked like
years ago when they bustled with carts and horses.
The older the place, the easier these stones are to spot, as they endure the centuries
alongside the cities and their residents. The following photographs show jostle stones in the
streets of Tivoli, an ancient mountain city in Italy. One can spot these stones with only minimal

effort anywhere in European towns. Look down, and you’ll see these nameless heroes that have
protected buildings for so many years.
Why do the second floors of European buildings often jut outward? Are they violating
building codes?
Many of the street-facing walls of the timbered and half-timbered buildings in European cities
and towns display a unique aesthetic characteristic: the exterior of the second floor juts out
further than the floor below it, while the third floor juts out even farther. This European
phenomenon, which became popular during and after the Middle Ages, is known as “jettying.”
Jettying is most typically associated with buildings made with wood. Brick buildings, as
well structures such as castles, do not have one specific term referring to this phenomenon, but
rather many different ones. Terms such as corbeling and cantilevering, as well as the French
term encorbellement, all refer to varieties of this general architectural feature.
These shapes and forms are, of course, related to their interior functions. In this respect,
they are indeed very similar to the kinds of illegal buildings visible in places like Taiwan, where
people create illegal structures in order to make the most of limited space.
From a legal perspective, jettying was actually an ingenious way of thwarting the tax
collection system of the time. Since ancient times, property taxes have always been based on the
breadth of a building’s street frontage. As a result, if one augmented a building’s fixed
dimensions with jettying, one could increase its indoor dimensions without impacting the
property tax levied upon it.
As for the “invasion” that jettying imposed on the space above street level, as well as its
impact on the street’s air quality (something that has always influenced the spread of disease),
some regions made this kind of structure illegal during the sixteenth century (such as Rouen,
France, in 1520, as well as the entire region of Normandy). Britain banned architecture that
might contribute to the spread of fires in 1667, a decision largely influenced by the Great Fire of
London, which had occurred the previous year.

